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So the last few weeks have been pretty good, I have definitely had some slip ups along the way 
and a few times I have hit a brick wall - just trying to juggle work, study, work placement, house, 
family and its so hard - not just trying to do it all, but doing it all well!  Every now and then I’m 
feeling like I’m slipping in 1 or more areas in my life - I’m feeling blessed at the moment though 
because Ron is in this with me this time, and when he see’s me slipping he helps me back up, 
whether its cleaning the house, doing the washing, or keeping the boys out of my hair while I try to 
get some study done just to ease the pressure a bit.!!
After the Holt Bolt I had an x-ray on my tailbone and it turns out I had fractured it!!  No wonder it 
was so sore, Im still doing my training but obviously there is some stuff I can’t do - I find it hard to 
give 100% in my training though because of my tailbone - its in such an awkward spot and trying to 
get my workouts done takes me a lot longer which is frustrating!  Its feeling a little better know and 
at least I can sit ok and I’m proud of myself for keeping my health and fitness goals front, line and 
centre still :D!!
For some reason over the last week I have been so tired - I’m not sure what is causing it, but I 
wake up in the morning and a couple hours later I am a zombie, I can’t focus on what I’m doing 
and all I want to do is sleep - at the moment I just keep pushing forward - I’m hoping its just my 
body adjusting to my new lifestyle!!!
Today was pretty amazing - a few of us from CDPT, my husband and kids included climbed/hiked 
Mt Ngunhun - it was a little more intense then I was expecting - especially up top and its just a line 
of big rocks and then nothing-ness - I was a bit shaky there and worried how I was going to make it 
back down - but I did it and after I calmed myself down it was almost easy, and the views were 
beautiful and it was just so nice to do something like this with my family!  !!
At the bottom of the mountain after the climb I was discussing my fear of heights, and I started 
mentioning my other anxieties I suppose - driving, flying, heights etc and I’ve just realised how 
debilitating these actually have been for me!  There is a lot of places I won’t drive to - because I get 
to anxious and start sweating and shaking behind the wheel - I’ve even had a mild panic attack 
driving once before - my comfort zone is Caboolture to Chermside shopping centre - anything 
further and I panic and it feels so pathetic :(  The same with flying, I need valium to fly and I have 
still ended up in tears, struggling to breath on flights - hubby mentioned one day he would like to fly 
overseas - but the thought makes me feel sick in the stomach :/  Me doing the Holt Bolt and 
climbing Mt Ngungun was actually a huge accomplishment for me and I’m hoping that if I keep 
pushing myself mentally and physically it will help with my anxieties and fears…!!


